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Jaa S. Buchanan,
Hold Worker,
February 1, 1937.

Interview with W. A. Evans,
556 North 6th Street,

- Muskogee, Oklahoma.

Indian Fish Fries

, The way the Indian fish fries were conducted, the

Town Chief, who was the authority in each Indian village

or oommunity; would send around the woife or notice of the

time ai&Lplace of the affair and assess each man to bring

a certain amount of medicine, which was used to catch the

fish. The medicine oonsisted of green buckeye, green wal-

nuts and devilf8 shoestring (a root), and when they all

gathered at the fishing place there would be many, bushels

of medicine material in one pile on the bank where the

catch was to be made. Then they would drive posts out in

the water at various places that would extend about a foot

or so above the water and with the use of a club, which is

called a "pestle,'* would beat the green buckeyes, walnuts

and devil's shoestring %n a pulp on top of the posts out

in the water, and while one would be beating the pulp an--
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other would stand by and pour water over the pulp, washing

the juices out into the water and in a very short time aft-

er this- performance was started and the mixture of juices

from the pulps began to mix in the water, the fish became

affected, and were rendered unconscious and would swim to

the top of the water and we would gig or shoot them with

Vbow and arrow, and many would be caught with the hands. *

This medicine did not hurt the fish. All that were

needed would be taken out of the water and any other fish

• that were affected would soon recorer from the effect and
«

.swim off with .no 111 results, whatsoever*

I recall a fiffh fry we held on Deep Fork in the early

nineties and.I am not exaggerating when I say there were at

least ten thousand people attended that meeting. The medi-

cine was used in big holes along Deep Fork and we got more

fish than that enormous crowd could.eat and many people took

fish home with them.

There were plenty of fish in all streams of this coun-

try In those days, but so many white people came in and be-

gan to use fish berries and such things that the fish were

killed,. Dynamiting the streams als'o destroyed the fish.


